What is TransSearch?
If you are stuck on a translation problem, chances are that other translators have had to deal with the same problem. TransSearch shows you their solutions. With its side-by-side source- and target-language display, you can quickly and easily find a large number of possible translations.

TransSearch is an online translation database comprised of millions of sentences translated into English and French.

TransSearch is also a writing tool. Originally designed for translators, it contains a wealth of information for all writers of English and French, especially when they are not working in their first language. Bilingual documents show how experienced translators have rendered idiomatic expressions and specialized terms, and resolved other language issues faced by all translators, both generalists and specialists.

What is a bilingual concordancer?
A concordancer is an engine that searches for words and expressions in a corpus (a structured set of texts). When a query is submitted, the engine searches through the corpus and displays all the occurrences found, with their context.

A bilingual concordancer provides the additional benefit of finding and displaying the translation of each passage found, using an alignment mechanism that automatically links corresponding segments in each language.

How TransSearch works
To query TransSearch, simply enter a word or an expression in one language to find examples of usage in that language, as well as translations into another language.

TransSearch arranges bilingual search results into two columns. It uses a white or a grey background to indicate whether the sentence is the original or the translation. To quickly get access to the context of a segment, simply click an orange-underlined term. On the left-hand side of the segments, TransSearch displays the equivalents found in decreasing order of frequency.
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Terminotix also offers the following products: